Glee Club Lays Plans for Trip Of Southland

Polytechnic Collegiate Dance "Glows" With Talent

Santa Barbara Known To Have Powerful Veteran Ball Club

Baseball Mentor

Candid Snapshots Needed by Annual, Says El Rodeo Editor

Mustangs Meet Unknown Taft J. C. Saturday

Varsity Quartet Gives Two Performances in Week

Calendar
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Are forgetting where you were in your notes, getting those blank, stuff. Most vigorous of the boys prop their heads upon their hands. "Wonder if I left the bathroom light burning. . . looks on your pan."

MANAGING EDITOR .................................................. BRUCE A. BORKMEYER

Boys and birds beem hum, All of which are the first signs of spring. Do on the walls, We are delighting the gods be in and keeping their eyes glued to the pages, as is usually the case (1). Poly boys bow their heads droopily and dream of love and stuff. Most of you groans to the boys upon their hands and gasp droopily out of classroom windows.

Oh, you instructors needn't think you are so full of pep either. We just haven't got your action yet. As often as not you are forgetting where you were in your notes, getting those blank, stuff. Most vigorous of the boys prop their heads upon their hands and keep their eyes glued to the pages, as is usually the case.

A letter from R. H. Greene, secretary-manager of the campus, who assured reporters that negligible negligence befell the Polytechnic student body.

For the Polytechnic student body, we hope,

Have Natural Voles

Ferdinand.

"Ah, Spring is here... we hope,

"Ah! Spring is here... we hope.

You will have to dig in work, work, work. Remember that . . . Oh hum . . . gee, my girl friend was putty when I was at home. . . . D. C.

Carpentry Shop Kept Busy on Campus Projects

Five thousand dollars is the sum the student body is putting into the Polytechnic Carpentry Shop. A committee was appointed to look into the possibility of making plans for the shop, and in addition, plans have been made to have a second shop in the building. The committee was appointed to look into the possibility of making plans for the shop, and in addition, plans have been made to have a second shop in the building.

Collegians Orchestra To Take Over KVEC for First Time Monday Night

The Collegians on the air! For the first time this year the California Poly Collegians, ensemble consisting of 15 members, will broadcast their music over KVEC at 7:30 Wednesday evening.

In connection with the regular Poly programs, the Collegians will present a complete program of popular dance music.

On Thursday night the Four Collegians will be featured in the Poly Royal Follies broadcast over KVEC at 7:30. More than 10,000 Californians took part in state civil service tests during October.

MAGAZINES BOOKS BOOKS SUNDAY Supplement and save the difference
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Swinging the News

By Lowell Lambert
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Don't tell anyone. And they'd sure be hard to beat.

Tonight is the time

Call the 1618 and buy your Le Bistro Hamburger.

Get it on, hop it up.

Let's get a move on

The Polytechnic Californian

LETTER CONCERNING \n
State Dairy Council

For Convention Program

The California Dairy dealer wants to thank all those who contributed to the success of the meeting. We had a large attendance of members and students for their work in acting as host to the council at its annual statewide meeting on Feb. 20 and 21.

We believe the convention was a great success and it will be of considerable help in expanding the dairy business.

S U N D A Y S A M B E R G S

More Students Are Finding Out

SAM'S SABRETTERS

14 inch Dogs

1057 Monterey St.

In real treat

That won't arrange to meet us.
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**Alumni News**

Warren Foster, '46, of Alhambra, was a visitor this week on the campus of California Polytechnic State College. Power company of Los Angeles.

George Hammerschmidt of the Poly club was among the group that attended the last football contest. At present the team is at Los Angeles, Calif.

Alumni friends of William Gallion, electrical engineer by profession, who is some months ago and was kept by the company connected with the Pacific Gas and Electric Co., are visiting their old schoolmates. The new students are being killed by Carl Avery. The last meeting was at Los Angeles, Calif.

Hank Brooks was in San Francisco for a business trip. He is a member of the class of '46.

**New Sheplf Unit Nears Completion; Will Be Ready for Lambes**

The new $10,000 sheep barn that is being built for the California Polytechnic State College will be completed, according to Lyman Thompson, assistant director of the campus farm. The new unit will be used for hogs and sheep and will be constructed of steel and concrete. The barn will house 500 sheep and 200 hogs. The new unit will be one of the best in the state of California.

New Dormitory Aerials Designed by Dr. Eaton To Improve Reception

New aerials to be installed at the Poly dormitories will improve the reception of radio programs during the winter months. The aerials will be installed on the rooftops of the dormitories and will be connected to the radio receivers inside the buildings.

**Agricultural Experts Address Poly Students**

State agricultural conservation commissioner Robert Wilson and Ralph J. Pfitzner presented lectures to Poly students yesterday in room 8 of the Poly gymnasium. Mr. Wilson attended at the invitation of the instructors in agriculture. Mr. Pfitzner will present a series of programs on agricultural and mechanical subjects.

Wholesale Meats

Sando Meat Company

Quality Phone 936 Service
Established 1923

Strongs Cleaning Works

H. M. FRIESEN, Prop.
409 Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo, Cal.
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**Glee Club Will Present 40-Minute Program at Y. M. C. A. Meet Tomorrow**

**European War Delays Shipment of New Type Microphone to Poly**

**New Dormitory Aerials Designed by Dr. Eaton To Improve Reception**
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**Mr. and Mrs. Howard O'Daniels and family have moved from their new home at 870 Elgin Avenue that they bought recently. Mrs. O'Daniels (Mrs. Harry Hughes) is a member of the class of 38.**
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**ON THE CAMPUS you hear the name gold dragon mentioned time and time again by fellow students who know and want good food.**
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Track Squad Works Out at Nearby Field

Preparing for their coming meet, the California Polytechnic track men are spending most of their time at nearby facilities, working in the sun and rain, to put over the 46-foot line for his
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